
Case Studies



 CASE CLASSIFICATION

Category Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4

Criteria ✓ Considered to be clean
✓ Uninfected, no 

inflammation
✓ Size: small

✓ Considered to be clean-
contaminated.

✓ Small to medium size 
wound

✓ Considered to be dirty-
contaminated

✓ Medium-large size wound
✓ Foul smelling wound with 

or without discharged

✓ Considered to be dirty-
infected wound

✓ Entensive wound, might 
involve vital organs

✓ More than 1 type of wound
✓ Gangrene
✓ Foul smelling
✓ Large size, deep, necrotic 

floor with discharged

Treatment/ Wound 
care service

✓ Simple cleaning 
✓ Advisable  no need for 

dressing.
✓ Follow up  once a week 

(home/centre visit) or by  
online consultation.

✓ Simple cleaning and 
dressing

✓ Follow up once a week 
(home/centre visit) or by 
online monitoring and 
consultation.

✓ More cleaning and 
dressing.

✓ Might need debridement
✓ Follow up every 3 days by 

pictures or home/centre 
visitation every week if 
necessary.

✓ Extra care on cleaning and 
dressing

✓ Debridement most 
probably might be needed

✓ Follow up every 3 days by 
picture and once a week 
home/center visit is a 
must.

Dr Noor Wound Spray ✓ 1-2 bottles ✓ 2-6 bottles ✓ More than 6 bottles ✓ More than 10 bottles.

Estimated healing time ✓ Days-week ✓ 1-2 weeks ✓ More than 3 weeks ✓ Weeks -months

*Patients will be categorized into different classes based on DNWC case classification during the first visit only.
*Does not necessarily  fulfil all criteria stated in each categories, at least more than 3 .
*Our goal is to reduce cost and resources in both patients and healthcare services to a minimum standard.



23 year old Mr Hakeem was admitted to the hospital last
year due to motor vehicle accident (MVA). He underwent
major brain surgery which cost him months-years to
recover which requires RM3000 monthly for wound care
maintenance only. He is now stable but still bedridden
with nasogastric tube feeding, postponed physiotherapy
leading to severe bedsore on the buttocks area, irregular
in shape, 15cm deep, 15x20cm in size with continuous
bloody discharge and bony exposure. His family decided
to use Dr Noor Miracle formula as their last option to
help Hakeem. He is almost recovered with 2x3cm wound
left in size after 2 ½ months religiously using the spray.

STAGE 4 SACRAL SORES 
POST MVA & MAJOR BRAIN SURGERY

(On going case)

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR

Name: Mohamad Hakimi Bin Hamzah
IC: 990516-05-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR



80 y/o, Mr Hue has been suffering from left hemiparesis
caused by stroke attack a year ago. He is bedridden since
then leading to multiple ulcers on the genital area,
pressure ulcer on the medial part of the right foot,
pressure ulcers on the left thigh and left shoulder, sacral
ulcer on the back which is getting bigger and worsen day
by day. This case was referred by a friend of his family to
us. Day 3 on Dr Noor miracle spray treatment, we could
see significant progress of the wound healing.

POST STROKE SACRAL SORE & MULTIPLE PRESSURE ULCERS 
ALL OVER BODY
(On going case)

DRNOORTRESOR

Name: Huee Ting Kher@ Hui Teng Kee
IC: 420925-10-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR



Mr K is a 87 y/o old man living in an old fox house who is
suffering from varicose vein complicated with multiple
venous ulcers on the medial part of the leg for months-
years. Other than that, his condition worsen by diabetes
which leads to multiple infected Wagner Grade 2 diabetic
ulcer on both feet and lateral part of the legs with
cadaverine foul smell and insects eating his exposed
wound. He is currently treated with Dr Noor miracle
spray which has been followed up for 2 months following
extra care and consultation given to both patient and
caregiver because Mr K’s legs are already in a very bad
shape.

VENOUS ULCER & WAGNER G2 DIABETIC FOOT  
(On Going case)

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

Name: Krishnan A/L Suppiah
IC: 350713-01-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR



Mr T is a covid survivor, admitted in the ICU for 2 months
and stayed in the general ward even longer for his recovery.
He has been suffering from Stage 3 sacral sore due to
prolonged bed rest which is a common problem occurring
in patient who has a severe acute or chronic disease. The
large wound did not heal, dressing just for maintenance.
After using Dr Noor spray, miraculously granulation tissues
started to appear and now the wound has completely
healed.

BEDSORES POST COVID ICU ADMISSION
(Case closed)

Name: Tan Chee Chong
IC: 650118-10-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR



23 y/o, Mrs M has been suffering from multiple painful
ulcers on the medial side of left molar gums and mucous
membrane of the left side of the mouth after dental
surgery. The surgical site kept bleeding for a week, she
became feverish and had a very painful lesions for weeks
even after dental follow up and series of higher dose of
pain killer prescription . She asked for Dr Noor spray
since multi trial of local medication and pain killer did
not work for her. The bleeding stopped after 1 day post
spray, pain started to subsides and the wound started to
heal within days in a faster rate.

APTHOUS ULCER POST DENTAL SURGERY
(On Going case)

DRNOORTRESOR

Name: Nurmaisarah Mohd Noor
IC: 990523-14-xxxx



60 y/o, Mr C has been suffering from two different
sizes diabetic foot ulcer on the right leg and lower
limb edema for a few months. He is diabetic and
hypertensive, compliant to medication but his working
environment somehow repeatedly leads him into this
condition. A good friend of Mr C heard about Dr Noor
wound care team and referred this case to us. We pay
him a visit and did basic health check up. He use Dr
Noor spray to treat his wound and now showing a
good progress.

DIABETIC FOOT ULCER
(On going case)

Name: Chua Geok Eng
IC: 621228-10-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR
DRNOORTRESOR



Mrs A is a stage 4 breast cancer patient who had
bilateral modified radical mastectomy few years
ago. She’s currently still on chemotherapy but the
main concern was infected wound on the surgical
site with yellowish discharge and radiation
dermatitis on the right side of the chest right
after completing radiotherapy sessions in the
hospital. She asked for help by contacting one of
our wound care team members and after 1 week,
the wound has already started to healed.

RADIATION DERMATITIS IN STAGE 4 BREAST CANCER
(Case cleared)

DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR

Name: Aramalai A/P Arumugam
IC: 581026-08-xxxx

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR



UNIDENTIFIED CHRONIC LOCAL FOOT INFECTION
(On going case)

DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR

Name: Chong Chee Meng
IC: 650522-14-xxxx

Mr Chong has been suffering from a very painful chronic,
foul smelling severe form of flesh eating bacteria wound in
the left leg which likely to be called necrotizing fasciitis for
the last 20 years. Many interventions in modern medicine
and efforts in alternative medicine have been done yet no
signs of improvement can be seen. He spent RM 400,00 for
the last 20 years trying to find a cure for his legs besides
his own efforts to do the dressing by himself every single
day. He chose Dr Noor nature spray as his last resort to
treat his condition which miraculously started to heal his
leg in short period of time.



Mrs A has been suffering from diabetic ulcer for
almost 3 weeks on the chin of tibia of the right leg
due to mosquito bites. This is her first time
experiencing unresolved wound despite She was
informed by her sister that Dr Noor miracle spray is
an option that can help in wound healing especially
for those having diabetes and long standing non-
healing wound. She went for the spray and after few
days her wound is completely recovered.

DIABETIC FOOT ULCER POST MOSQUITO BITE
(Case cleared)

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR

Name: Anjar Binti Rajulan
IC: 670320-10-xxxx



Mr S has been suffering from a small 2x3cm oval shaped
bedsore on the back. He is diabetic. This case was
referred to us by St John ambulance officer. We went to
the Kepong old folks house to gave him Dr Noor
alternative wound treatment but then we met more
patients with more extensive wounds which requires
immediate attention.

BEDSORES IN ELDERLY
( Case cleared)

Name: Lee Khim How (Steven)
IC: 520320-01-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR
DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR



Mrs Y is another case from the same Old Folks Home in
Kepong we had discovered during appointment with Mr
S. He is also a diabetic patient, complaining of both
lower limb itchiness. We can see many healed and
unhealed wounds on the legs which is caused by
scratching. We gave him a bottle of Dr Noor spray to
treat his wound. He seems very happy on the second
visit because his condition has significantly improved
since he use the spray.

DIABETIC FOOT
(On Going case)

Name: Yap Lean Hoe
IC: 600711-10-xxxx DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR



Mrs C is another case from the same Old Folks
house in Kepong we had discovered during
appointment with Mr S and Mr Y. He is also a
diabetic patient, got an irregular shape wound on
dorsal part of the right foot. We cleansed the
wound right away and gave him one bottle of Dr
Noor spray.

DIABETIC FOOT

(On Going case)

Name: Chin Soong Loy
IC: 380120-71-xxxx

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR



Mrs W is another case from the same Old Folks house in
Kepong we had discovered during appointment with
the other patients. He is an OKU who was discharged
from Hospital Selayang with multiple severe bedsores
on the back and shoulder. He is currently under care of
private nurse coming to their place every 2-3 days for
wound cleaning and dressing. We offered some help by
giving our Dr Noor wound spray to help in recovery.

BEDSORES

(On Going case)

Name: Wong Hoi Lam
IC: 640504-16-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR



Mr S is an old man living in an old folks house in Klang area, his
medical background is unclear but he got an unstageable sacral
sores 13x10cm irregular in shape,7cm deep which is covered by
slough tissues, infected with bacteria, has bloody and purulent
discharge for few months already. Pressure sore on the femoral
area has the same features but it goes even deeper . The caregiver
gave him some herbal medicinal patch made by them to cover the
wound. When we came to their place, this case is the main
concern at the moment. We did the cleaning and dressing and
started Mr S on Dr Noor spray. After 1 week , there were
significant changes can be seen in both wounds as the tissues
starting to grow beautifully.

UNSTAGEABLE SACRAL SORE & FEMORAL PRESSURE SORE
(On going case)

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

Name: Pregash A/L Keswan
IC: 760818-14-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR



Mr K is a diabetic patient who had an orthopedic
surgery on the right leg a year ago due to motorbike
accident. He received skin grafting operation after a
few months wearing the external fixator. His skin now
is very fragile, which caused the skin to break easily
just by friction of the trousers/jeans he wears
everyday to work.His wound won’t easily recover
because his diabetic condition. He passed by a
stranger in the street who saw his leg and straight
away recommended him to give Dr Noor spray a try.
His skin is getting better after few bottles of spray.

DIABETIC ULCER POST SKIN GRAFTING SKIN FARAGILITY 
(On Going case)

Name: Mohd Khairulnizam Bin Mohd Arof
IC: 810126-14-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR



Mrs A is a 62 years old retired teacher who had a history
of stroke (2019), ADL dependant since few years already.
She is hypertensive ,hyperlipidaemic and has atopic
dermatitis especially on the left foot up to left calf area.
She went to dermatologist, received antifungal
medication but nothing has changed. She has been using
2 bottles of Dr Noor tresor spray and obvious
improvements can be seen as the crust and scaly part
peeled off by itself, the skin started to grow back into its
original texture, itchiness is gone. Now she’s trying to
heal another part of eczema using the same treatment

given by Dr Noor wound care team.

ECZEMA IN ELDERLY
(On going case)

Name: Azizah Binti Abu Bakar
IC: 600202-06-xxxx

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR



PRESSURE SORE IN BEDRIDDEN ELDERLY
(On Going case) 

Mrs S has been living in “Pusat Jagaan” for a few
years. She has hypertension, heart problem,
cholesterol and gastric issues. She has been suffering
from bedsores for a couple of months, luckily the
caregiver passionately took a good care of her. We
gave her Dr Noor spray to treat her bedsore hoping
for her speedy recovery.

Name: Suparmi Binti Sukirah
IC: 530608-71-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR



DIABETIC FOOT ULCER
(On Going case) 

Mrs T is an ex-staff nurse who is now an OKU due to
bilateral lower limb, left below kneel level and right foot
amputation respectively. She got a very painful ulcer on
the medial side of the right leg due to mosquito bite.
The wound getting worse and she went to the hospital
many times for cleaning and debridement ,even do the
dressing by herself at home, have tried many types of
treatment and dressings, the wound still not recovering.
She’s now on Dr Noor spray treatment, a lot of
improvements, hoping for the wound to close soon.

Name: Tang Yok Ching (OKU)
IC: 620707-10-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR



Mrs S has been living in “Pusat Jagaan” for years. She
has neither diabetes nor hypertension but has
neuropathic issues. She got a bedsore on the buttock
area due to prolonged laying on the bed. We pay her a
visit for wound cleaning and Dr Noor spray
application.

BEDSORES IN ELDERLY
(On Going case)

Name: Siti Binti Ibrahim
IC: 440428-11-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR



Mr M is an old man who lives in a malay old folks house.
He is diabetic and hypertensive and has bilateral lower
limb oedema up to knee level since 2 years. He’s suffering
from itchiness in both legs caused multiple skin breaks
and wound. We went to visit him, did basic medical check
up and delivered the spray for him to use to avoid the
wound from getting worse.

DIABETIC FOOT IN ELDERLY
(On going case)

Name: Musa Bin Abu Bakar
IC: 530601-08-xxxx

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR



Mrs F is a diabetic patient, suffering from diabetic ulcer
on the posterior part of the right calf due to mosquito
bite. The wound slowly getting worse and infected which
requires surgical debridement in the hospital leaving a
6x4 cm wound, 3cm deep. Both legs have many old and
new wounds (diabetic dermopathy) which might also
due to previous skin problems. She uses our nature
spray now as her current solution which significantly
showing a lot of improvement.

DIABETIC FOOT ULCER
(On going case)

Name: Fong Poo Wan
IC: 760128-10-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR



Mr L is an old man suffering from diabetic foot
ulcer on the right leg due to mosquito bite few
months ago. He tried his best to clean the wound
but nothing has changed, no big improvement
can be seen. He used the spray and the wound
started to dry and improving.

DIABETIC FOOT IN ELDERLY
(On going case)

Name: Lee Kim Swee
IC: 301218-71-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR



Mrs S has been diagnosed with atopic dermatitis
(eczema) in the lower extremities. Her skin becomes very
dry and itchy despites multiple trial and efforts of
modern and traditional medication. She heard about Dr
Noor spray from her friend and got interested to try. We
gave her 1 bottle only and positive result can already be
seen.

ECZEMA IN YOUNG ADULT
(On going case)

Name: Siti Nurafiqah Binti Roslan
IC: 980922-05-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR



78 y/o Mr N is a diabetic patient besides having many
other diseases, he’s very compliant to medication and
hospital appointment. He recently got a small wound on
top of long standing callus on the left foot. He sought
medical advice because the left foot started to cause
some pain, no intervention needed, after that requested
to use our Nature spray to solve his problem.

DIABETIC FOOT ULCER
(On going case)

Name: Ng Jook Sing
IC: 441020-10-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR



80 y/o Mrs R has been suffering from diabetic ulcer on
the plantar aspect of left foot approximately 5x7cm in
size and 4cm deep with a lot of slough tissues and
greenish discharged. She is diabetic and hypertensive.
This is not the first time she encountered the same
issues. Few years back she had an amputation on the
right leg. Her daughter heard about Dr Noor Nature
spray, willing to try as their last option in order to
avoid another amputation suggested by doctors.

DIABETIC FOOT ULCER
(On going case)

Name: Ramlah Ismail
IC: 420828-03-xxxx

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR



Mr H is an army veteran who has been suffering from
multiple pressure ulcers on different parts of the body
because of his illnesses causing him to be bedridden
for few years. The caregiver spent a lot of money
hiring a private nursing company to clean Mr H’s
wounds especially on the sacral pressure.

BEDSORES IN ELDERLY
(On going case)

Name: Haron Bin Othman
IC: 320612-02-xxxx

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR



Mr S is a diabetic patient. He has a diabetic ulcer on the
posterior part of right calf . He is interested to try Dr Noor
Nature spray when he heard about us because he still
struggling in taking good care of the wound.

DIABETIC FOOT ULCER
(On going case)

Name: Suhaimi Bin Kamarul Ghani
IC: 760128-10-xxxx

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR



Mrs T is a diabetic patient. She discovered an itchy painless
lesion behind her back and kept scratching it using any
kind of tools to reach that area which turned out was a
large carbuncle. She went to the hospital for operation and
still doing the dressing in the private clinic. She heard
about Dr Noor spray and would like to give it a try since the
wound is quiet exposed after surgery and even not getting
smaller.

CARBUNCLE IN DIABETIC PATIENT 
(On going case)

Name: Tumijah Binti Markom
IC: 660130-10-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR



Mrs H is a 54 y/o wheelchair bound diabetic patient.
She has a couple of very small yet deep diabetic ulcer
on lateral part of the right foot. We went to visit her to
do some cleaning and dressing because she could not
afford to do everything needed by herself. We gave her
2 bottles of Dr Noor spray to treat her wound so that
she can save money on dressing.

WOUND  IN DIABETIC PATIENT 
(On going case)

Name: Hasarina Binti Mohamed Hashim
IC: 680424-06-xxxx DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR



Mrs Z is a diabetic patient who has been suffering
from repeated healed and unhealed diabetic ulcer on
her right leg, currently having 1 small size wound in
the middle part of left index toe might be due to
undiscovered sharp trauma. We went to visit and
gave a bottle of Dr Noor spray and some consultation
for her.

WOUND IN DIABETIC PATIENT 
(On going case)

Name: Zainab Binti Jaafar
IC:520803-06-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR



Mrs M is a 73 y/o diabetic patient who has been suffering
from multiple comorbidities. She has a 5 year old diabetic
ulcer on the lateral part of the left heel, approximately
4x5cm in size, clean wound bed with no discharged. Her
husband has spent a lot of money to treat her wound yet no
improvement can be seen, only depends on every day
dressing routine to keep wound from getting infected.

WOUND IN DIABETIC PATIENT 
(On going case)

Name: Meriam Binti Yit
IC: 490129-06-xxxx DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR



Mr M has been suffering from bilateral lower limb edema,
skin blackish in color , generalized itchiness in both lower
limbs, multiple tiny wounds all over due to scratching. He
had an orthopaedic surgery, believed to be screw and plate
fixation.

WOUND AND SKIN PROBLEM
(On going case)

Name: Muniandy A/L Ramasamy
IC: 471004-71-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR



Mr C is a diabetic patient. He has a family history of
chronic Type 2 diabetes which started in young age. He
underwent a major orthopaedic surgery 25 years ago. The
wire suddenly come out through his skin little by little
causing a chronic wound over his chin of tibia. He did not
want to go to the hospital, afraid that he might needs an
amputation .

WOUND IN DIABETIC PATIENT
(On going case)

Name: Chin Kien Joong
IC: 780831-14-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR
DRNOORTRESOR



Mrs H is a dialysis and diabetic patient with many more
comorbidities. She has been suffering from itchiness all
over body post dialysis which most probably due to excess
zinc accumulation. This problem leads to another big
problem which is wound and her diabetic condition
causing delayed healing of the wound.

WOUND AND SKIN PROBLEM IN DIABETIC PATIENT
(On going case)

Name: Hew Ee Ling
IC: 851108-08-xxxx

DRNOORTRESOR
DRNOORTRESOR



Mr Y is an AIDS patient from HIV centre in Batu Arang,
Gombak. He had multiple bedsores on the buttocks and
thigh areas. 1 week of Dr Noor’s Miracle formula, there
was significant improvement which is a great news for
him and his caregivers because this is not something that
can be easily seen in immunocompromised patient. The
wound has slowly recovered in 2 months.

MULTIPLE PRESSURE ULCERS IN AIDS PATIENT
(Case Cleared)

8 SPRAY USED
DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

OLD CASE 
(FOR REFERENCE & DNWC RECORD ONLY)



Mr T has been infected with flesh eating bacteria during
fishing activities leading to a subacute foot ulcers on the
dorsal part of the right leg. He is neither diabetic nor
hypertensive and was admitted to the hospital for more than 4
weeks but there is no sign of improvement at all despite being
treated with series of antibiotics and local wound care.
Mr T was suggested by his friend to use Dr Noor’s miracle
formula as his last resort after months of suffer. He started to
recover within 13 days of using the spray.

UNIDENTIFIED SEVERE LOCAL FOOT INFECTION
(Case cleared)

DRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR

OLD CASE 
(FOR REFERENCE & DNWC RECORD ONLY)

4 SPRAY USED



For the last 2 years, Mr P has been going to the hospital 4
times monthly to clean and get debridement for his stage
4 chronic diabetic foot ulcer leaving his foot with
exposed tendon yet no signs of recovery. Then he decided
to change his life by giving Dr Noor’s miracle Formula a
try. He started to recover within 1 month, no more
hospital visits and he is now back to his normal life.

WAGNER GRADE 2 DIABETIC FOOT
(Case Cleared)

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR

OLD CASE 
(FOR REFERENCE & DNWC RECORD ONLY)

4 SPRAY USED



Mr Sani is a wheelchair bound ,Chronic Type 2 diabetes
mellitus complicated with diabetic foot ulcer on his right
leg which cause him to be fully dependent on wheel chair
for his daily movements. His case was referred to us by
Dato’ Kwan well known as “Uncle Kentang”. Doctor has
advised him to amputate, he almost lost all hopes. After
using Dr Noor’s Miracle Formula for just 33 days, Mr sani
miraculously recovered, no amputation needed and is
walking now without any walking aids.

WAGNER GRADE 3 DIABETIC FOOT
(Case Cleared)

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESORDRNOORTRESOR DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

OLD CASE 
(FOR REFERENCE & DNWC RECORD ONLY)

6 SPRAY USED



Mr J is an ambulance driver who has diabetes for years
but complicated with diabetic ulcer on the lateral side of
the leg in 3 years ago. He had an operation on November
2019 (surgical debridement) ,but the wound was not
improving at all until December. He chose to use Dr Noor
miracle solution. After two weeks, wound started to heal
and he can now get back to his normal life.

WAGNER GRADE 2 DIABETIC FOOT 
(Case Cleared)

DRNOORTRESOR

DRNOORTRESOR

OLD CASE 
(FOR REFERENCE & DNWC RECORD ONLY)

1 SPRAY USED




